BIOVIA Insight for Excel is an add-in to Microsoft Excel® spreadsheet software providing scientific data analysis capabilities within the familiar spreadsheet environment. BIOVIA Insight for Excel supports effective decision-making through the aggregation, analysis and presentation of scientific data.

**BIOVIA Insight for Excel is the next generation of our legacy scientific add-ins and replaces ISIS for Excel, Isentris for Excel and Accord for Excel. BIOVIA can help you determine the right time for you to migrate.**

**System Requirements:**
Insight for Excel comprises an add-in to Excel and also a package that installs into the BIOVIA Foundation (BF). System requirements for BF are available from BIOVIA.

To learn more about BIOVIA Insight for Excel, go to accelrys.com/insight-excel

---

**INSIGHT FOR EXCEL CAPABILITIES:**

- **Load molecular data files** – Load SD and other molecular data files and display live chemistry in Excel.
- **Calculate molecular properties** – Built in Excel functions allow you to calculate molecular properties on the structures in your workbook.
- **RGroup analysis** – Perform RGroup analysis on structures to decompose a set of structures into cores and fragments for further analysis.
- **Combichem analysis** – Perform combinatorial chemistry analyses on a set of structures.
- **Extensible environment to run BIOVIA Pipeline Pilot protocols from Excel** – Allows the vast breadth of Pipeline Pilot capabilities to be accessed from Excel. Pipeline Pilot protocol authors can expose existing and new capabilities to Excel users.
Our 3DEXPERIENCE® platform powers our brand applications, serving 12 industries, and provides a rich portfolio of industry solution experiences.